The Rayleigh property is a negative correlation property of electrical networks, which was generalized to matroids by Choe and Wagner. We prove that positroids, a class of matroid introduced by Postnikov which have seen many recent applications in both math and physics, have the Rayleigh property.
Introduction
Postnikov introduced positroids, matroids representable by a point in the Grassmannian with all positive Plücker coordinates, in [17] . While the collection of all points representing a given matroid in the Grassmannian can be arbitrarily singular, Postnikov showed that the set of points in the positive Grassmannian representing a given positroid is homeomorphic to a ball. Positroids have seen many recent applications; a partial list includes Schubert calculus [15] , total positivity [17] , cluster algebras [14] , the inverse boundary problem for electrical networks [17] , scattering amplitudes [1] , and KP solitons [14] .
The Rayleigh monotonicity property of electrical networks says that if the conductance of any wire in a network is increased, then the flow of the network between any two nodes is not decreased. This property is equivalent to the events that an edge e is in a random spanning tree and the event that an edge f is in a random spanning tree are negatively correlated. Choe and Wagner introduced the matroidal Rayleigh property in [8] , generalizing a physical property of electrical networks. The Rayleigh property has been applied to study random walks and reversible Markov chains [10] . A negative correlation property equivalent to the Rayleigh property was studied by Pemantle [16] . This negative correlation property has applications in matroid theory [8, 19] , to logconcavity results [13] , and to approximation algorithms [11, 18] . A strengthening of this negative correlation properties, the strong Rayleigh property, has connections to the theory of stable polynomials [3, 4] .
Our result is that positroids exhibit the Rayleigh property. This theorem strengthens physical connections of positroids. Rayleigh matroids exhibit many combinatorial properties enjoyed by the electrical networks the Rayleigh property is abstracted from [20] . So, Theorem 1.1 can be interpreted as saying that positroids might be expected to behave in much the same way of electrical networks. In matroid theory, the problem of describing exactly which matroids posses the Rayleigh property is of interest because Rayleigh matroids represent a large and tractable subclass of gammoids. Theorem 1.1 fits nicely into this research program by expanding the set of matroids known to be Rayleigh matroids. Theorem 1.1 also provides evidence positroids might enjoy the strong Rayleigh property, which would provide a suite of new tools to study positroids through the theory of stable polynomials [4] . Finally, the connections between Rayleigh properties and probability theory can be used to prove results about fast mixing in the basis exchange graph of a matroid [9] . That is, if one starts from a fixed basis of the matroid and performs just a small number random basis exchanges, they can expect the probability distribution for basis they end up at to be a random distribution. Though we don't pursue the idea here, it would be interesting to interpret what this property says about the cluster algebra associated to a positroid variety.
Lattice path matroids, a subclass of positroids, were shown to posses the Rayleigh property independently by Cohen, Tetali, and Yeliussizov [9] and Xu [21] . Geometrically, lattice path matroids are the matroids represented by a generic point in a Richardson variety in a Grassmannian while positroids, are the matroids represented by a generic point in a positroid variety. Knutson, Lam, and Speyer showed in [15] that positroid varieties enjoy many nice properties that Richardson varieties enjoy. This project was undertaken partially as a proof of concept of the combinatorial version of this claim: positroids should enjoy nice properties enjoyed by lattice path matroids. The arguments in [9] and [21] do not directly generalize to positroids. These arguments rely on the linear order of the ground set of a lattice path matroid, and fail for the cyclically ordered ground set of a positroid. These arguments both feature a seemingly unavoidable case analysis, which becomes unnecessary in the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Section 2 provides relevant background on matroids, positroids, and the Rayleigh property. Section 3 is devoted to proving Theorem 1.1. Rayleigh matroids are closely related to several other classes of matroids coming from strengthening or weakening the Rayleigh property as a negative correlation property. Section 4 briefly discuses some of these classes and whether or not positroids belong to them.
Background
While reading this paper without prior exposure to matroids or positroids should be possible, the uninitiated reader's time would be better spent becoming familiar with these subjects. For introductions to matroids and positroids, we recommend [5] and [17] respectively. Our notation concerning matroids and their basis enumerator polynomials is taken from [8] . Our perspective on positroids is taken from [2] .
Matroids
All matroids considered in this paper are on the ground set [n] = {1, 2, . . . , n}. We denote matroids by caligraphic letters and present them as their set of bases. So, for any rank r matroid M, M ⊆
[n] r . To save on ink, we omit curly brackets and commas when writing subsets. So, rather than M = {{1, 2}, {1, 3}, {2, 3}}, we write M = {12, 13, 23}.
For disjoint subsets I, J ⊆ [n], define
When this set is not is empty, it is the minor obtained by contracting the set I and deleting the set J from M, commonly denoted M/I \ J. In cases where M \ J = ∅, but has strictly lower rank than M,
. . , x n } be a set of indeterminates. For a matroid M, denote by M(x) the basis enumerator polynomial of the matroid M. That is,
where x B = i∈B x i . If a matroid is denoted by a caligraphic letter, its basis enumerator polynomial is denoted by the corresponding roman letter. Observe that for e, f ∈ [n], the basis enumerator
Positroids
Positroids are in bijection with several interesting combinatorial objects including Ldiagrams, decorated permutations, Grassmann necklaces, and plablic graphs [17] . We find it convenient to define positroids in terms their bases, which may be read off of a L-diagram using Proposition 6.2 of [2] .
• a lattice path from (0, 0) to (n − r, r), together with
• a filling of the boxes in the Ferrers shape lying above the lattice path with dots such that if a box has a dot above it in the same column and to the left of it in the same row, that box also contains a dot. • placing a node in the middle of each edge of the diagram's boundary path, • labelling the nodes on the boundary path 1 to n starting at the Northeast corner of the diagram and ending at the Southwest corner,
• adding an edge directed to the left between any two nodes which lie in the same row and which have no other vertices between them in the same row, and
• adding an edge directed downward between any two nodes which lie in the same column and which have no other vertices between them in the same column. Figure 2 provides an example of a L-graph.
The following characterization of positroids in terms of their basis is given in [2] . It is equivalent to all of the definitions of positroids found in [17] . 
The Rayleigh property
A graph with positive weighted edges may be viewed as an electrical network with the edge weights corresponding to electrical conductances of a wire. Given any two vertices a, b of the graph, one may measure the conductance of the network as a whole from a to b. Rayleigh's monotonicity law says that if the conductance of any edge in the network is increased, the conductance of the network from a to b will not decrease. Choe and Wagner generalized this physical property to matroids in [8] .
Definition 2.4. A matroid M has the Rayleigh property if for all e, f ∈ [n] and all a = (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ) ∈ R n ≥0 ,
Viewing the positive weight vector a as a probability distribution on the ground set [n], we may view the polynomial M(a) as giving a probability distribution on the bases of the matroid M. Under this interpretation, the inequality (1) says that no matter which probability distribution is placed on the ground set, the events that e is in a randomly chosen basis and that f is in a randomly chosen basis are anti-correlated.
The Rayleigh property is related to several other matroidal properties, some of which are mentioned in Section 4.
Proof of Theorem 1.1
To prove that (1) holds for a positroid P, it suffices to find for each e, f ∈ [n] an injection φ :
). This section describes an algorithm giving such an injection.
An element (B 1 , B 2 ) ∈ P ef × P ef may be represented as two sets of vertex disjoint paths in the L-graph defining P. Note that while each set of paths is disjoint, it is possible paths from the first set intersect paths from the second. We color the collection of paths representing B 1 blue and the collection representing B 2 green. Suppose e labels a horizontal edge of the boundary of the L-digaram. Then, since e ∈ B 1 and e / ∈ B 2 , there is a blue path, but not a green path terminating at e. Likewise, if e labels a vertical edge of the boundary of the L-diagram, there is a green path, but not a blue path originating at e. Similar statements may be made about f . Algorithm 3.1 works by placing a marker on the vertex f . This marker walks along the edges of the L-graph in a prescribed fashion, switching the colors of edges as it traverses them. The algorithm returns a new coloring of the edges of the L-graph, which represents a new pair of bases of the positroid. Algorithm 3.1. Let P positroid presented as a L-diagram, for each B ∈ P choose a collection of vertex disjoint paths P in the L-graph representing B.
input: e, f ∈ [n], (B 1 , B 2 ) ∈ P ef × P ef .
Color the collection of paths representing B 1 blue. Color the collection of paths representing B 2 green. Place a marker on the vertex labeled f . Color the marker the same color as the unique colored path incident to f . loop if The marker is blue, then move the marker along the blue edge pointing into the marker. If there is more than one such edge, use the edge the marker did not use to enter the node it is located.
if The marker is incident to both a blue path and a green path, then color the marker green.
Recolor the traversed edge green. if The marker is on the boundary of the L-diagram, then stop.
if The marker is green, then move the marker along the green edge pointing away from the marker. If there is more than one such edge, use the edge the marker did not use to enter the node it is located.
if The marker is incident to both a blue path and a green path, then color the marker blue.
Recolor the traversed edge blue. if The marker is on the boundary of the L-diagram, then stop. Proof. To reverse Algorithm 3.1, preform the exact same procedure (placing a marker on node f , coloring it the same color as the edge incident to f , etc.) only this time traverse green edges against their flow and blue edges with their flow. It is easily seen that this procedure reverses any individual step of Algorithm 3.1.
While the reversing procedure of Lemma 3.2 can be applied to any element of P f e × P e f it will not always yield an element of P ef × P ef . For instance, applying the reversing procedure to a configuration that contains a green path from e to f which does not cross any blue paths results in an element of P e f × P f e , not an element of P ef × P ef .
Lemma 3.3. In Algorithm 3.1, the marker cannot enter the vertices e or f . In particular, Algorithm 3.1 terminates.
Proof. Using the notation from Algorithm 3.1, let (B 1 , B 2 ) ∈ P ef × P ef be represented a blue and green collection of vertex disjoint paths in a L-diagram. Suppose e is on a horizontal edge of the boundary of the L-diagram. Then, the directed edge pointing into e is blue. Since the marker only traverses blue edges against their flow, the marker will never enter the vertex e. If e is on a vertical edge of the boundary of the L-diagram, the directed edge pointing into e is green. Since the marker only traverses green edges in the direction of the edge, the marker will never enter the vertex e. Suppose the marker enters the vertex f after leaving it initially. If f is on a horizontal edge, after entering f , f will be incident to a single blue edge pointing into it. However, we cannot apply the reversing procedure of 3.2 to such a configuration, contradicting the fact that each step of Algorithm 3.1 is reversible. We reach a similar contradiction if f is on a vertical edge. Hence the marker cannot return to the vertex f .
Since each step of Algorithm 3.1 is reversible, the algorithm must either terminate or the diagram must revisit its initial configuration. Since the marker cannot return to the vertex f , Algorithm 3.1 terminates. Proof. Observe that after the marker leaves any vertex of the diagram which is not on the boundary path, the number of blue edges pointing into the vertex is the same as the number of blue edges pointing out of the vertex and the number of green edges pointing into the vertex is the same as the number of green edges pointing out of the vertex. Hence, the result of Algorithm 3.1 is a collection of directed paths and cycles. Since the L-graph contains no directed cycles, the result of the algorithm is a collection of directed paths. Since the algorithm cannot cause a vertex to have four blue or four green vertices incident to it, Algorithm 3.1 returns a collection of disjoint blue paths and a collection of disjoint green paths representing a pair (B 
Related classes of matroids
The class of Rayleigh matroids is closely related to several other interesting classes of matroids. We mention some of these classes and whether or not positroids are known to live in these classes.
A matroid M is called balanced if for every minor N of M,
for all e, f ∈ [n]. Balanced matroids were introduced by Feder and Mihail in [12] in relation to a conjecture about the one-skeletons {0, 1}-polytopes and in part motivated the introduction of Rayleigh matroids. The class of Rayleigh matroids is a subclass of the class of balanced matroids, though the converse is not true. So, we obtain the immediate corollary to Theorem 1.1.
Corollary 4.1. Positroids are balanced matroids.
A matroid is said to be strongly Rayleigh if the inequality (1) holds for all real input (as opposed to just all positive real input). Brändén showed in [4] that being strongly Rayleigh is equivalent to the polynomial M(x) being stable, which means that M(z) = 0 for all z = (z 1 , z 2 , . . . , z n ) ∈ C n such that Im(z i ) > 0 for all i. Hence, strongly Rayleigh matroids are also called half-plane property matroids. It is unknown whether positroids are strongly Rayleigh.
